While removing the contact block, do not exert an excessive force, otherwise the contact block may be damaged.

- Padlock Emergency Stop Switches can be reset by turning only, and the latches must be reset by pulling or turning. When the button is reset by pulling or turning, the NC main contacts will chatter. Use a small tool to reset the padlockable emergency stop switches.

- Do not remove the contact block, otherwise the switch may be damaged.

- In the locked position, do not remove the contact block, otherwise the contact block may be damaged.

- Install the terminal cover, align the projection on the terminal cover with the projection Locking ring on the operator and remove the locking ring from the operator and operator sleeve with the small projection on the nameplate using pliers.

- When the button is reset by pulling or turning, the NC main contacts will chatter. In the emergency stop switch, take the contact chatter time into consideration (reference value: 20 ms).

- In operation, make sure of correct operation. Before using the emergency stop switch, perform a function check that the rubber gasket is in place. Align the slots in the operator with the projection on the nameplate (Type No.: HNAV-*) and break the projection on the nameplate using pliers.

- Before installing the emergency stop switch, take the contact chatter time into consideration (reference value: 20 ms).

- To install the terminal cover, align the TOP marking on the terminal cover with the TOP marking on the operator. Remove the locking ring from the operator and operator sleeve with the small projection on the nameplate using pliers.

- When the button is reset by pulling or turning, the NC main contacts will chatter. In the emergency stop switch, take the contact chatter time into consideration (reference value: 20 ms).